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Sr. No Need Statement 

1 Now a day’s bike get theft easily, so develop a system such that without Biometric Authentication of owner the bike shouldn’t start. 

2 
In India road accidents are major problems because of which victim doesn’t get medical helps on time, so develop a system such that it 

detects and sends the notification regarding location of accident to the relatives and nearby hospitals.  

3 
Our college water cooler makes the water so cool that it is not drinkable to the normal human beings, so develop a system such that the 

water gets cooled at required temperature and when job is done the system shuts down immediately. 

4 Cutting of unwanted grass in lawn is a hectic task, so develop a fully automated weeder machine.  

5 Animals requires grass which is not available from march to June every year, so develop a system which will produce hydroponic grass. 

6 
Extra time is required to take the attendance while lecturer is going on and errors can occur while taking student’s attendance there 

should be a system which mark the attendance of student when he or she enters in the class automatically. 

7 To improve efficiency of solar panels, prepare a rotating mechanism to rotate solar panel.   

8 Prepare an automated cupboard which opens /closes using biometric features.  

9 Reused of waste plastic in construction material.  

10 There have been major bike accidents, as rider forgets to lift side stand, prepare an arrangement to avoid these accidents. 

11 
In construction site, a lot of time is spend for filtering of sand, which is useful for mixing with cement, prepare sand filter and separator 

machine for construction application 

12 Prepare a system which will compost & fertilize biodegradable waste which is produced in house. 



13 Drying of clothes in rainy season is a hectic task, so develop a affordable system. 

14 The water which is used for rain water harvesting should be filtered, so develop a system which is low in cost and efficient. 

15 Design an automatic system which monitors the room temperature and maintains certain range. 

16 
CCTV cameras record each and every thing and hence requires lot of storage space to store the data. Design a system which can start the 

recording only when it detects motion.  

17 
It is required to detect Smoke and inflammable gases before any event occurs, in order to avoid such events IOT based smoke detection 

is required.  

18 
Power supply failures occurs very frequently in rural and remote areas there should be a system which can detect and informed supply 

failure to the concern person.  
  

19 

An Arduino Uno Robotic Arm. Entire arm will be designed from some scrap material and servos. The arm has been built with 

cardboards and the individual parts have been locked to servo motors. Arduino Uno is programmed to control servo motors. Servos are 

serving as joints of Robotic arm here. This setup also looks as a Robotic Crane or we can convert it into a Crane by some easy tweaks. 

20 

User can generate electricity by just walking over. The principle is very simple, when you apply a pressure on piezoelectric crystals 

electricity is developed over the crystal lattice. When you walk a pressure is applied to the ground, utilizing this pressure electricity is 

generated. 

21 Smart Power Box 

22 Smart Glasses 

23 Prepare a smart alert system for gas leakage. 

24 Create automation for watering the plant ceremony in college. 

25 Prepare a simple system, which is most useful when it comes to monitoring health conditions of a particular patient. 

26 Develop the kitchen utensil machine used to take off the skin of the garlic cloves. 

27 Cloth folding machine  



28 Lake Cleaning Machine  

29 Automatic Detection and notification of potholes and humps on roads to aid drivers.  

30 
To avoid wastage of drinking water from the existing drinking water cooling machine, a smart tap is required to dispense the water as 

soon the glass/ bottle is placed under the tap and stop filling as soon as the glass/bottle is full.  

31 IOT Car Parking System  

32 Automatic Lemon Juice Vending Machine  

33 
Color sorting is simply to sort the things according to their color. It can be easily done by seeing it but when there are too many things to 

be sorted and it is a repetitive task then automatic color sorting machines are very useful.   

34 Voice Based Hot Cold-Water Dispenser System using Raspberry Pi  

 


